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Explanatory Statement for Minor Modification to Relocate Antennas 

 
Global Eagle Telecom Licensing Subsidiary, LLC (“Global Eagle”) hereby requests an 

expedited minor modification of its current blanket C-band receive-only Earth station 
registration under Call Sign E190072 to reflect new addresses and geographic coordinates for 
two antennas relocated a short distance from the locations reflected in the original registration. 
This request is consistent with Bureau staff advice and the policy announced in the Public Notice 
released on August 3, 2020.  See FCC Public Notice, “International Bureau Releases List of 
Incumbent Earth Stations in the 3.7-4.2 GHz Band in the Contiguous United States, IB Docket 
No. 20-205, DA 20-823 (released Aug. 3, 2020), at 5-6 (quoted below).  

 
In particular, the Bureau stated in the Public Notice that it had received requests from 

several operators in response to the July 6, 2020 preliminary C-band incumbent list “who moved 
registered antennas since registration grant, and ask that the Bureau update their registrations to 
reflect the new address and coordinates.”1  Despite the fact that the Bureau had previously 
indicated it would only permit changes “that provide minor corrections to site address and/or 
GPS coordinates of an existing earth station location” but not to effect location changes, it 
announced that it was updating the registrations “to reflect antennas moved in the past two 
years.”  It further noted that these “changes in locations are still well in advance of the C-Band 
auction and can be considered by bidders.” 

 
Global Eagle is similarly situated with the registrants granted this relief in that it has also 

made minor, short distance relocations of antennas in the past two years in response to 
operational changes.  Accordingly, it seeks the same type of corrective update that was granted 
in the August 3, 2020 Public Notice with respect to its Juneau, Alaska (“AJK”) and Cleveland, 
Ohio (“CLE”) receive locations as further detailed in the attached FCC Form 312.  The 
application form contains only the information being changed as a result of these antenna moves.  
All other information contained in the original registration issued July 10, 2020 in FCC File No, 
SES-REG-20181017-03705 remains unchanged. 

 

 
1 Citing Comments of Gray Television, Inc., EW Scripps Co., ION Media Networks, Inc., at 2-3 (filed 
July 16, 2020). 


